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It’s hard to fathom something so
complicated rising to popularity as
fast as bitcoin.
With the price of the cryptocurrency soaring—and
mainstream interest surging—Yahoo Finance recently invited
readers to send us their top questions regarding bitcoin
and other cryptocurrencies. We condensed questions from
nearly 3,500 respondents into the list below, and enlisted a
team of Yahoo Finance reporters to answer them, including
Daniel Roberts, who’s been covering bitcoin since 2012, and
Jared Blikre, our authority on trading. Ethan Wolff-Mann
and Julia LaRoche contributed as well. Here’s the second
of three articles on everything you want to know about
bitcoin:

26. What’s the difference between bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies? That depends which currency you
want to know about, and there are hundreds of them
now. Yahoo Finance, for instance, recently added full
data and charts for 105 cryptocurrencies. Some coins,
like bitcoin cash, bitcoin gold or litecoin, resulted from
forks of the main bitcoin code. Then there are coins
that run on their own blockchain, like ether (the token
of the ethereum network) or XRP (the token of the
ripple network).

27. Why does the price fluctuate so much? There’s
a lot of money pouring into a relatively small market,
with the added complexity that it’s harder to trade
bitcoin than typical securities or commodities on a
regulated market. Big price swings happen sometimes
when there are relatively few buyers and sellers in the
market, which makes it easy to push the price around.

28. How much of the volatility of bitcoin is due
to whales influencing the market price versus
new or outside investors? Bloomberg reports that

about 40% of all bitcoin is owned by roughly 1,000
people, and many people believe these “whales”
collude to influence the price of bitcoin. But there’s no
proof of this. While we don’t know how many people
are trading bitcoin at any given time, the blockchain,
which is the transaction log, is public. The blockchain
does show large trades taking place every day, but
they’re typically not big enough to generate the huge
price swings we’ve seen. Also keep in mind that in the
stock market, large institutions typically break up their
orders into much smaller orders, to hide their size. Big
buyers or sellers of bitcoin could easily do the same.

29. Is it a bubble? Nobody knows for sure. The price
surge in recent months has certainly been bubblicious.
Many recent buyers want to own bitcoin not for its
inherent value, but simply because they think it will
rise in value. That’s speculation, which is what often
fuels a bubble. But it’s also possible bitcoin is a
genuine innovation that will be around for a long time
and help transform money. It’s worth recalling that
the creation of the Internet led to the dot-com boom
in the late 1990s, and the painful crash that followed.
But the Internet is still here, and some tech companies
that crashed in the early 2000s are now among the
most valuable companies in the world.

30. If the bitcoin bubble does burst, would all of
the cryptocurrencies tank or just bitcoin? The
universe of cryptocurrencies tends to move in the
same general direction over time. But they’re not all
as closely correlated as they used to be. On the Yahoo
Finance cryptocurrency index, for instance, you’ll see
the daily price movements are quite different for the
100+ coins we track. Still, an outsized move in bitcoin
typically has ripple effects (pun intended, and if you
don’t get it: ripple, or XRP, is the No. 4 cryptocurrency
by market cap) throughout the crypto-verse. If bitcoin
were to tank by 90%, it seems quite likely other cryptos

would follow suit. The real test would be which cryptos
are able to survive a crash, the way Amazon, eBay and
Priceline survived the dot-com bust that wiped out
hundreds of other companies.

31. I hear wild speculations that bitcoin will reach
$1 million or that it will crash and be worthless.
What is most likely? Either event is possible, and
perhaps both are. Bitcoin could climb all the way to
$1 million and then still suffer a huge crash. No one
knows how high the price of bitcoin will go, and it’s
possible bitcoin has already achieved its all-time
high. But bitcoin probably won’t ever become literally
worthless, unless something catastrophic happens,
such as the discovery of a fatal flaw in its code.

32. What are the risks? Something could disrupt the
demand for bitcoin, sending the price plummeting. It
could be a technical problem, regulatory interference,
or bad publicity arising from the massive amount of
electrical power needed to mine for bitcoin. It could
also be something totally unforeseen. Or, some new
speculative fad could come along, with interest in
bitcoin diminishing.

33. Should I use a bitcoin “hardware wallet”? That’s
an excellent idea.

34. How do we get hold of these companies? They
don’t answer emails. Sorry, but that’s kinda the idea. To
many of bitcoin’s ardent supporters, one huge benefit
is its decentralization—the lack of a central authority
and the absence of regulation. Those are the very
things, of course, that bring government pressure to
bear on financial services companies that underserve
or mistreat their customers. Maybe central authority
isn’t that bad, after all.
That’s the snarky answer. In reality, it’s in the interest
of Coinbase and other intermediaries providing access
to bitcoin to do a better job responding to customers
who have problems or questions. Keep in mind, most
of these companies are startups still getting their
footing. Keep pressuring them. They ought to get
better.

35. Will there ever be customer service via phone?
You mean, like Vanguard or Fidelity? What a novel
idea. We’ll see, but for now you’re only likely to hear
from Coinbase if there’s a security issue with your
account.

36. Will the government keep their nose out
of it? Probably not. Governments have already
stepped in, to some extent, with Washington, for
instance, allowing the trading of bitcoin futures,
which is regulated by the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission. For bitcoin to become a
more established part of the financial system, it
will be subject to more regulation. But that’s not
necessarily bad. Some bitcoin investors think that if
governments regulate bitcoin more, that will actually

legitimize the currency and broaden its adoption.

37. Are cryptocurrencies going to take over the
U.S. dollar and other currencies? It’s hard to
see anything dislodging the U.S. dollar, which is the
world’s most trusted currency. Cryptocurrencies could
gain share in the overall currency market, especially
if the U.S. government explicitly authorizes certain
cryptocurrencies and allows people to pay taxes with
them. But even that probably wouldn’t doom the
dollar, which is valued everywhere for the liquidity it
provides.
Yahoo Finance’s Justine Underhill asked Federal
Reserve Chair Janet Yellen at her last press
conference if the Fed was considering issuing its own
cryptocurrency. Yellen said central banks, including
the Federal Reserve, are indeed investigating digital
currencies but stressed that these are different than
cryptocurrencies. She said bitcoin is an unstable,
highly speculative asset — but she didn’t indicate any
imminent interest in regulating it or reeling it in.

38. Will cryptocurrency destroy the global market?
Nah. Even if bitcoin crashed, it wouldn’t have a
significant impact on the broader financial markets,
according to a recent analysis by research firm Capital
Economics. For all the attention it gets, bitcoin’s
market cap is still small, and the cryptocurrency isn’t
woven into the real economy or the banking system.
A total wipeout — with the price falling to $0 —
would be the equivalent of a 0.6% pullback in stocks,
according to the analysis. Spending by a small portion
of households might be affected, and some people
would suffer million-dollar losses. But many people
with large bitcoin holdings were early investors who
bought when the price was very low. So they might
seem like large losses in terms of bitcoin’s peak
valuation, but they’d still represent fairly modest initial
investments.

39. What types of products or services can be bought with
cryptocurrencies? Though it’s called a cryptocurrency,
it’s not clear the best use of bitcoin will ever be buying
stuff with it, since you can purchase things in so many
other convenient ways. Investors may eventually
regard bitcoin principally as a store of value, similar to
commodities.
But if you must, you can spend bitcoin right now on
Zynga, Overstock.com, Newegg.com, Expedia.com,
and some of Microsoft’s online platforms. If you’re
booking a trip, CheapAir.com takes the cryptocurrency
as payment. An online outfit called eGifter allows you
to buy gift cards from more than 200 brands using
bitcoin.
You can buy more expensive things, too, such as a
reservation for Virgin Galactic, Richard Branson’s
commercial spaceflight company. The Montessori
Schools in Flatiron and Soho, an elite pre-school in
Manhattan, accepts bitcoin for its nearly $32,000 per

year tuition. REEDS Jewelers accepts bitcoin for its
rings, watches, and other fine jewelry.

47. Why are there vast disparities among trading
values in cryptocurrencies? First, different

Pro sports is getting in on the craze, with the NBA’s
Sacramento Kings and the San Jose Earthquakes
soccer team accepting bitcoin for tickets and
merchandise. So are political parties, with Libertarians
accepting donations through BitPay. The annual
maximum is $33,900, which, who knows, might be the
equivalent of one bitcoin someday.

cryptocurrencies trade on their own dynamics. There
are differences in the number of coins outstanding,
different uses for them, and different rules of operation.
When bitcoin, the biggest of them all, makes a large
move, it tends to have a spillover effect, with other
cryptocurrencies moving in tandem. This effect has
diminished over time, however, as cryptocurrencies
mature and differentiate.

40. Can I spend it at Home Depot? Not directly. But
it’s slowly catching on among some retailers, mostly
e-commerce: Overstock accepts bitcoin, as does
Microsoft’s Xbox store, and PayPal and Square allow
merchants to accept bitcoin.

41. Will it ever be used as currency at regular
retailers? It depends on what’s in it for the retailer. If
consumers eventually find bitcoin cheaper or easier to
use than current methods, then it might be something
retailers decide to offer, to gain a competitive edge.
They might even encourage customers to pay in
bitcoin if it costs them less in transaction fees than
credit cards do. But widespread adoption seems
unlikely until the price of bitcoin becomes more stable.

42. Is there any reason why a typical consumer
would prefer to use a cryptocurrency instead of
a credit card? For now, not really, unless you’re trying
to remain anonymous. Cash allows that, obviously. For
larger purposes, bitcoin does offer both anonymity
and the security of an electronic transaction

43. What percentage of global economic activity
is conducted in cryptocurrency? Very little. But
bitcoin finances a significant portion of criminal
activity.

44. How do you track various cryptocurrencies?
Is there a ticker I can follow? Yep. Yahoo Finance
now offers full, free tracking tools for more than
100 cryptocurrencies, with a ticker symbol for each.
Most people aren’t even aware there are that many
cryptocurrencies. We also have a landing page for all
cryptocurrency news and our original coverage of it.

45. Are crypto coins more like stocks or currency,
as far as investments? It’s complicated, because
bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have features in
common with both. People often compare cryptos to
a third category, gold. This labeling confusion is why
you’ll sometimes hear cryptocurrencies referred to as
“digital assets” or “digital gold.”

46. ETF

availability? Coming, probably. The U.S.
government recently allowed the trading of bitcoin
futures, which may well be a precursor to the
establishment of exchange-traded funds that would
be listed on a major exchange. The Securities and
Exchange Commission would have to approve such
an ETF. That could be a year away, more.

Another issue is the disparity in trading values of a
single cryptocurrency across the myriad exchanges —
mainly in the markets for bitcoin. This is due to the
relatively high cost of arbitrage, or buying the asset on
the lower-priced exchange and selling it on the higherpriced exchange, to make a small profit. The catch is
it can take time to make each or those transactions,
with no guarantee prices will be the same when
the trade goes through. These disparities will likely
continue as long as there is relatively low liquidity on
most exchanges, as well as high transaction fees.

48. Do you have to report bitcoins to the IRS? The
IRS considers bitcoin to be the equivalent of property,
with profits (or losses) taxed more or less the same
as the proceeds from a sale of stock. The IRS recently
won a court ruling against Coinbase that requires the
exchange to report information on customers who
had more than $20,000 in annual transactions from
2013 to 2015. It seems inevitable that the IRS will treat
profits and losses from cryptocurrency bets the same
as it treats other investment income.

49. Should one put retirement savings into
cryptocurrencies? Can you afford to lose it all? If
you can’t, then stay out of cryptocurrencies—the
volatility and risk of a wipeout is exactly the opposite
of what ought to be in a strong retirement plan.

50. Will I be sorry if I don’t put 5% of my retirement
savings into cryptocurrency? If you’re comfortable
investing a small portion of your savings in high-risk
instruments, then sure, do it. But again, don’t do this
unless you can afford to lose all that money.

Watch for the third of three articles
about Bitcoin coming in April.

